The Ultion Cylinder Lock
from Anglian
Your new Anglian products are fitted with one or
more state-of-the-art Ultion cylinder locks

As part of our policy of maintaining the highest standards of product specification, your Anglian products
have been fitted with one or more Ultion cylinder locks.
The Ultion locks carry all the benefits of our usual guarantee along with an extra £2000 guarantee as
detailed on the reverse of this leaflet.

Ultion Cylinder Lock Features
TS007, 3 Star-rated - No need for cylinder
guards or security handles.
SS312 Sold Secure Diamond Accredited.
Unique patented Snap Secure Technology The Active Cam system locks the cylinder
after a snap attack to keep intruders out.

Pick, drill and bump resistant.
£2000 anti-snap guarantee.
British Standard Kitemark logo stamped.
Police-preferred Secured by Design
accreditation.

Double anti-snap protection.

Lock Down Mode™
The moment that Ultion detects forced entry it
activates an attack lock directly into the central
cam, this is ‘Lock Down Mode’.
Even if the most determined intruder gets past
Ultion’s two sacrificial sections, the lock is further
protected by a solid molybdenum core and
secured with a dedicated retaining pin.

25%

Molybdenum Alloy Core

More dense
than iron

Molybdenum is used in high strength superalloys. It’s
the sixth highest melting point of any alloy and has the
ability to withstand pressures of up to 300,000 pounds per
square inch. This is why it features in the production of
military aircraft.

The Ultion Cylinder Lock from Anglian

Unbeaten in every test
As well as being approved by the Police
and achieving the highest Kitemark star
rating, Ultion is tested by locksmiths with
the Master Locksmith Association and is
accredited with their highest standard Sold Secure Diamond.
Approved by locksmiths
Few locks survive the test
designed with the Master
Locksmith Association and
carried out by locksmiths.

Approved by British Standards
Kitemark is the standard of
excellence recognised around
the world. Ultion is accredited
with the highest 3 star rating.

Approved by the Police
The official UK Police flagship
initiative combining the
principles of ‘designing out crime’
with physical security.

ULTION LOCKS ARE CONTINUOUSLY TESTED
Only with the Solid Secure diamond test is the
locksmith tester allowed hours to attempt to
break it, having no limits as to what tools are used.

£2000 Guarantee
Should a burglary take place within 5 years from the date of
installation and entry was achieved by snapping an Ultion lock, Ultion
will pay you £2,000. Activate your guarantee at www.ultion-lock.co.uk
- this should be completed within 28 days of installation.
Only use genuine Ultion keys. Claims should be returned within 14
days of the burglary, for full terms and claim form please visit the
Ultion website.

The Ultion Cylinder Lock
For more detailed information on this product and
its performance, please visit www.ultion-lock.co.uk.
If, for any reason, you are dissatisfied with the Ultion
product please call Anglian Home Improvements on
0800 988 6123.
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